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Introduction

Continuing studies are ln progress at ANI> to ex-
pand upon Che design of a fiTsc wall/blanket/shield
FW/B/S ,system and power conversion for a tokamak type
Experimental Power Reactor (2PR). ^The FH/B/S system
has evolved icon aa earlier disign- for a low beta.
Circular cross section plasma (major radius « S ») w
one far a higher beta elongatid plasma with a 4.7 m
major radius. Basic oechanical design and layout
features of the old and naw EPF designs showing some of
thi sore inportant de3ipn developments are depleted in
Figure 1 and listed in table I. These developments
ara aimed at simplifying the design, reducing the costs
and in addition. Improving the plant thermal efficiency
and overall maintainability. In the area of the reactor

blanked significant thermal hydraulic and stress
analysis have been performed to substantiate the In-
tegrity of the chosen concept. This paper deals with
the discussion of these improved features.

Vacuum Vessel

To Improve on the multitude of conditions and in-
terface requirements associated with the vacuum vessel,
it first was relocated to the outer portion of the
reactor blanket a distance of 35 cm fron the plasms
boundary. A total of 22 ca of scainlesa steel blanket
and first wall materials intercede to minimize the
radiation damage to this component. In Chis oosicioti
el'e vessel as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 serves two func-
tions; namely to provide the required plasma va:uua
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and EPR-76 Design Features

Design Features
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Maintainability
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large reactor
top closure
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Tigure 1. AM. Tokamak Experimental Power Reactor.
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coudltlona, and atcondly to support th« blanket and
line nail panels. It is also the xcaparature lnter-
fac* boundary between the hoc £lutda of the energy
converalon system and the much cooler reactor shield

Tha vessel is made of flee plates assembled in
three baste pieces per section with sixteen sections
forming the irregular toroidal chamber whose overall
diaensions are 13 meters in diameser by 5.4 cetera
high. vjthe vessel weighs -v. 260 Hg and has 12 required
horizontal beam ports. The vessel plates made from
Type 316 stainless steel are nominally 7 to 10 cm
thick vhich are formed by welding into the 3 pieces
Shown in Fig. 2 forming a section* The sixteen sec-
tions ate bolted together (see Fig. 3) using a joining
bar section and appropriate bolting ftoo the inside of
CtM vassal after which an expansion section covers che
bolting -aeaa with a welded seal atrip, Tha top closure
1M also bolted and seal welded and functions solely for
repair and maintenance access of the vessel internals.
Each vessel plate contains a series of parallel gun
bond coolant channels pololdally oriented in respect
each* reactor plasma. Coolant in each plate is dis-
tributed, through these channels in internally bored
headers which era manifolded and carried to upper and
lover supply and return rings. Support for the vessel
la achieved with four adjustable column units located
cc the bottom of each segment which are in turn
anchored to the lower shield block.

Some of the advantages this design offers are:
relative ease of fabrication; modest radiation damage
effects; modest cooling problems; accomsodation of
thermal expansion and insulation; ease or access to
internals with a large area single purpose closure;
Xepairabllity and replaceabillty with relative ease.

First. Wall/Blanket

Tha first wall panels are Integrated with the
blenket blocks and line the interior of the va.-.uuo
vessel as shown in Fig. 1 following the basic contour
thereof. These blocks, 128 in number are supported
through the" bottom of the vacuum vessel and anchored
to its sides. Coolant line connections from each
block are made through the tap and bottom of the vessel
where there la access in a relatively uneongesced area.
All blocks are readily removed through the vessel
closure with special handing fixtures.

The blanket black arrangement is depicted in
Fig. 4. It consists of 3 inner blocks, 3 outer blocks •
a bottom and a "U" shaped upper section. Each block is
made from a 20 cm thick Type 316 stainless steel flac
plate, with a coolant channel arrangement as shown.
The coolant passages are transverse to che reactor
and graded to match che energy distribution within
che block thickness.

The upper and lower blocks are specially designed
for steam cooling. Thermal and stress analysis indi-
cate that steam exiting 41Q'C at 8.2 MPa is acceptable
while the remaining inner and outer blocks operate
with pressurized water cooling at 34O°C and 152 M?a.
This combination of coolant using superheated steam
la direct cycle has a 39X thermal efficiency potential.

• Thermal Hydraulic Analysis — The AHL/EPR
blanker gystec utilizes an assembly of modular stainless
steel blocks with gur.-bored coolant channels. The
thermal hydraulic analysis is based on a single modular
block that is 0.25-3 -hick and 1.5-D in length in a
plane parallel to tae first wall. To simplify the
geometric model, co-radial groups of cojlant channels
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with graded cross-ssctional areas (to compensate for the
exponential atcenuACion ox neutrons in the blanket
block) wore selected for the initial analysis. A com-
puter code capable of solving a set of thr-ee—dineiisional.
thermal hydraulic equations was used CO establish the
transient, and quasi-steady state tem?sra£ure distri-
bution uithin the blanket block. The neutron power
profile vis provided by neutionic calculations for the
ANL/EPR bJaed en J if-s bum pulse followed by a 15-s
dwell period between pulse*

The operating conditions for the three coolant
sysrems are summarized In Table 2. These operating
conditions are consistent with those for existing
pressurized water reactors, gas cooled reactors and
foasil powered steaa plants. Also, one of the salient
features of this analysis is that is includes low
pressure steam as a coolant and direct cycle working
fluid for a fusion power plant.

EXPANSION SECTION

WELO

Pigure 3.

A sat of six coclant channels with iterativelv
adjusted cross-sect i;r.ai areas and interchannel
distances (see Figure i) was evaluated during the :lrst
round of analyses. Zr.e analytical results are lr-
cluded In Table 2. Realise of significant differences
in the physical and transport properties of the three
coolant systems, the volant velocities, Reynolds
numbers and heat trar.ifar coefficients ir? sear. - - virv
over a wide range. Tr.i lover heat transfer c--:".-_is-t
for steaa results in a need tor shorter interchar.r.ei
spacing in the direction normal to the first vail.
Hence, for a given reactor, cooling with stear. sprears
to require core cooli-t channels per unit volu-a ::
blanket than either vater or helium. Since che l«r.;ch
of the coolant channels is only 1.5 m, the fricticr.al
pressure drop across the channel turns out co be negli-
gible for all cases. This indicates that one can Tini-
mize the large variations in required fluid velocity by
Judicious selection c: coolant channel cross sectJ'~*l

Table 2. Simury of Thermal Hydraulic aad Power Cycle Analysis

Parameter/Coo Lint

Pressure, HPa
inCArchsoncl Distance, ca
Inlat Temperature, "C
Outlet Temperature. *C
Hudsua Blanket Ti&npexature, *C
Velocity, a/a
layooXds Number x 10~3

Beat Transfer Coefficient, W/n̂ -K
treasure Drop, HP a
TbersDdynamlc Cycle Efficiency, Z

Direct Cycle
Indirect Cycle

Water

15.17
5

240
340
500

0.06-0.18
3-13

1200-2550
< 0.01

_ _
34

Helium

5.17
S

205
400
550

12-26
10-30

1100-1900
< 0.01

13
36

Steaa

4.83
i-

260
410
550
2-5

12-50
400-700
< 0.01

39
36
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area and can thereby optimize the neat transfer char-
acteristics.

• Blanket Stress An»lyii« — Consideration of
the thermal stress distributions In the blanket block*
Influence* the msehanical design of the blanket In tvo
significant ways, Flrat, the design of the blanket
support structure oust permit tha overall diurnal de-
tonation, of the block* without peraitlng radial neu-
tron-atrsaalng paths to open between blocks during
operation or shutdown of the reactor. Constraint of
Che overall deformation would result in excessively
high etress levels in the blocks. Ihe overall thermal
deformation depends on the distribution of heat gener-
ation in the blanket and the coolant properties, but
It la relatively insensitive to details of the coolant
channel arrangeoect. Second, the tenperature distri-
bution vithin an unconstrained block produces a self-
equilibrated stress field having local regions of
•tress concentration at the coolant channels and hot
and cold spots in the block. These stress concen-
trations depend strongly on coolant channel arrangement;
small changes in tha channel pattern can correspond to
significant alterations of the associated stress levels
without affecting the thermal performance of the
blanket.

A siople stress analysis procedure was developed
to evaluate the relative merits of various coolant
channel configurations at the conceptual design level
without resorting to the detailed and expensive stress
analysis required for a final design. This procedure
la based on the separation of the three-dimensional
temperature distribution obtained in the thermal-hy-
draulic analysis described previously into two component
distributions which respectively produce the overall
deformation, effects and the localized stress-concen-
tration affects. A linear (In three-dimensional
cartasloa coordinates) teaperature distribution is
fitted to the given temperature diatribution by a
least-squares technique. The corresponding deformation
field Is obtained exactly in closed form and represents
the global deformation of the block; the associated
•treas field Is determined by interaction with the
rapport structure since a linear teaperature distri-
bution produces no self-equilibrated thermal stress
field. Then, a residual teaperature distribution la
computed aa the difference between the given distri-
bution and the least-squares fit. An approximate self-
•qulllbrsttd thermal stress distribution Is obtained
lot tola residual problem. Ihe entire procedure has
bean automated in a small computer program which accepts
the output data from the thermal hydraulic analysis.

Comparisons between tha relative merits of coolant
patCaraa can thus be obtained rapidly and inexpensively.

Aa an exampla, thermal-hydraulic analysis using
pressurised water coolant indicated that channels
•paced 3 co apart in ch« toroidal direction and located
at radial positions of 1, A, 8.9, 13.B, 18.3, anJ 23.8
ca from tha inner surface would provide a reasonably
uniform temperature distribution in the block; the
channels varied in cross-sectional area between 1 etc*
and 0.5 ca2 (see.fig. 5). The associated maximum
thermal strains in the block were found by the approxi-
mate praevdure described above eo be 0.353. Moving
the fine channel;: to 1.25 en from the surface reduced
the strain to Q.25%. Moving the first channel to 1.3
cm and the second channel to 4.5 cm further reduced
tha n ^ * ^ ™ attain to 0.1851. Ihe lsprovenents in
•train levels were accomplished without any significant
change la* thermal-hydraulic performance. The results
indicate thit preliminary thermal-mechanical optimi-
sation of blanket block design can be accomplished at
the conceptual design level using relatively simple
computational methods.

Ths overall unconstrained thermal deformation is
0.631 of clie xoom-tecparature dimensions, and the blocks
become convex toward the plasma. These overall di-
mensional changes are virtually independent of the
channel pattern variations discussed above. Stress
analyses performed fcr temperature distributions at
savorsl times during the burn cycle indicate that the
laxga thermal inertia of the blanket prevents any
significant cyclic strain variations.

• First Hall — The first wall panels are shovn
In Fig. 6, they are sade fron 316 type stainless steel
and farm the sane ccr.tour as the sating blanket block
to which they are attached. The panels are similar :o
those described in the earlier ASL EPR design,1 h-ivire.
a close array of transverse coolant cb.aar.els corrected
to integral return ar.d supply headers which are fed free
lines cocoon to the sated blanket block. Ihe plasr.a
face of the panel viil be coated with a lev-Z material.
The blanket blocks ara arranged in the reactor in s:scks
threa high OB the inr.er and outer vails o£ the ••» = ; { . .
At each sagaent jicc:;;n a seal! 10 c- viie sei-tir.-
filler block (Fig. 7; is used for "packing" the al;;»:
system. Each small block, 96 in all, is siailar ir.
construction to the first wall/blanket ur.its with a first
vail panel section integrated into a blanket blcci-.. The
first wall panels in this case will have additional
cooling capacity and =ay serve as plasma liniters.
These corner blocks are removed first, freeing the
sides of the major block to be removed. Since the
major blocks are stacked, it may require removal of
eight pieces to gair. access to a lower vertical blanket
block.

Some of the advantages of this first wall/blanket
design are: simple and inexpensive construction of
blanket blocks and first vail panels; small r.unbers
of components and fewer coolant connections; superheater
blocks for high thermal plant efficiency; relatively
simple and quick maintenance and replacement function;
esperlaental testing of superheater modules or large
portions of the first vail with relative ease;
accommodation of eddy currents effects.

Toe shield Is divided Into an Inner and outer
block denoting a high efficiency BuC-SS composition
for the inner shield and less expensive SS-graphite-
boron-lcsd aortar-alunlnum composition in the outer
shield. There are 192 blocks that envelope the
vacuum vessel (see Fig. B ) . The configuration is
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designed to provide adequate shielding in a mini-un
number o£ easily fabricated pieces with special
emphasis on simple and rapid access to tae vessel
closurei The shield is supported on columns tron be-
nsath the reactor and in turn supports the vacuum
vessel/blanket/first wall complex. -A low pressure
water system cools the shielding blocks. The advantages
of this design are: ease of manufacture (small numbers
of blocks with flat surface); ease of support and
handling; quick and simple access to the reactor
vessel; favorable magnetic permeability characteristics.

Maintainability

Of prime Importance in this reactor design was to
obtain almple and quick access to the interior of the
reactor vessel for inspection, maintenance repair to
obtain Che maximum data and availability on this first
round power reactor. In addition, experimental modifi-
cation and total replacement and repair of all major
components should be possible with reasonable pieces of
rtmota handling equipment performing in a reasonable
Clna span. In this regard the design of this reactor
accomplishes a number of Important functions towards
aatlifylng thesa goals.

• Vataal Access — Access to the Interior of the
vacuum vctial has been simplified over earlier concepts.
A alngla purpose large area closure for access to the
vacuum vessel has been incorporated whose sole function
la Inspection, maintenance, and repair of internal
raactor components. This replaces the dual purpose
limited area vacuum/experimental port access used
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previously.^ The current design haa ths advantage that
accaaa la gained In any given zone by the removal of
4 wedge ahaped cop shield blocks without disturbing
any of the reactor components. A simple lifting fixture
1M used with hands on operaclons until actual removal
of the block (see Fig. 9 ) , This feature saves con-
siderable tine and reduces Che risk of damage as In the
e w e of dual purpoae ports.

Figure 9.

Once accesa to the vessel has been oade adequate
apace and provisions are available for uncoupling
coolar.t lines and instrumentation through the vacuum
barrier to the blanket and first uall components. In
addition che reactor closure flange vail provides a
very substantial base fron uhich co nount and index
inspection and handling fixtures as shown in Fig. 10.
Special consideration has been given to handling of the
upper and lover superheater blanket blocks since these
nay require attention at an earlier Interval and be-
cause the> represent an e:-:pr!ri~oncat velure v..ere
examination and testing ir.ay bu easily carried out.

Figure 10.

• Been Force — In simplifying the reactor lay-
out che Dumber of major reactor service pores has been
greatly reduced,from 48 to 16 In the current design

of ;which'pnlysl2Sire c S ^ t t e d "to*nbrmai: operation.
By the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 each port serves
two functions as a vacuum exhaust pare and as a neutral
beats injectionTport. Two cryosorpcion pumps and 2
neutral beam "lines use a single pore conpliraencarUy
with each component having its own Independent isolation
and shield valve. All units are easily maintained and
under most circumstances failure of a single component
will not' lead to a reactor outage. It is the cocpjuc-
naia of this vacuum/neutral beam port arrangement tl.at
allows Che vacuua vessel access system concept to be
achievable.

• Secondary Vacuua System — A secondary vacuum
ajatem whose boundary envelops the entire reactor shield
ac the TF coil periphery has also been Incorporated
In the design of the reactor. The purpoae of this
feature It to provide a backup system tor the prlr-iry
reeccar vacuum system such that atmospheric contami-
nation of the plasma due to single small vessel le-ks
1* not possible, and secondly; as a safety feature to
provide e secondary barrier for detection and entrap-
ment of tritium. These functions serve to minimize
reactor outages due to small defects, warn operations
personnel of Impending leak problems, provides monitoring
for tritium contamination prior to handling reactor
components, and introduces a reasonable volume in uhich
to promptly handle a massive trieiua release.

The secondary vacuum containment vhich has been
called the "bell jar approach" in this design i= iirsed
by adding additional vacuum cover plates to the existing
torque shell used to restrain the TF coil system =«-.
signed for AXL by tha .McDonnell Douglas Corporati.-r..-1

Since the location i: these panels is in a very ;:•-•
radiation field, seals say bs made with neoprine ;a=-
kets using "hands or." maintenance operations.

• Major Coapo-ents — Maintenance of r
components has been simplified to a greac extent. In
particular hy the ability to replace the entire :r ar.v
part oi the vacuum vessel under reasonable co-ri:. -..;
In a relatively shcr- schecuie ir.s-'fjr is r^;::': ..-rc-
nent dissassembly, r^nipulation and storage is _.r-
ceroed. Adequate space has been provided in the
reactor building fcr complete laydown and stsn;o f
reactor components. It is also possible to r.--.-\. j
TF coil by local dlssassembiy, removing op.lv portions
of the adjacent vessel and inner and cuter snieid.ir.E;
blocks. Replacement of this component wich this decree
of modest difficulty is an asset to che early generation
of power reactors.

Hot cells have been provided for the more routine
functions of examination, repair and replacement of
first wall panels, blanket, and superheater blocks.
These cells also serve che needs of the experimental
program.

Power Conversion System

One outstanding development in the EFR design has
been Che upgrading of the plant power conversion effi-
ciency from T. 30Z to a potential 392. This uas accomp-
lished by using the upper and lower blanket as super-
beater sections while the inner and outer vertical
blanket zones are cooled with pressurized water. To
accomplish this, the blanket blocks in the superheater
region require a greater number of and different sized
coolant channels which were determined by the afore-
mentioned thermal hydraulic analysis. The overall
thermal expansion of the blocks will differ and the
superheater section will be at a higher overall
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caaperacure, thus tha geometrical arrangement of tha
blanket aaaeobly was daatgnad to accommodate thesa
differences by placing tha superheat zone* in Che upper
and lower reglona o£th« vacuum vessel. In theae ex*
eramldaa additional shielding was added to compensate
for volda and itrtamlng gaps.

lira distinct cooling systems are used; the pressur-
ised water lyicti li a closed cycle system consisting
of a circulating pump and ateam ganeratoc identical to
that of the current commercial Pressurized Water Reactor
(PWRs); and a direct cycle superheated stean syscen
vharain the iite'ao goes directly from the reactor to
t'jrbine similar to those used In Boiling Water Reactors
(BUR). The dual cycle syscen is shown in Fig. 11.
Pressurised water froo the first wall/blanket assemblies
of the Inner and outer blanket delivers cheraal energy
tp an evaporator operating ac 13.8 MFa (2000 pal). The
•team thus generated in tha evaporator is fed into the
upper and lower superheater blocks where It is heated
to 410*C at * 6.6 KPa (1250 psl) and fed directly into
the turbogenerator with a resultant overall cycle
efficiency of •>• 39%. Radioactive transport problems
of the direct cycle are being analyzed, but they do not
appear to be appreciably more severe than those en-
countered In BURs. The power plant racing for the ETS.
la 270 HWeh, 120 HUe with a full capacity cooling tower
313 KWth. Cyclic temperature effects on the coolant
leaving the reaccor are minimized < 2*C due to Che large
thermal inertia of the stainless aceel blanket.

Further analysis using higher strength aaterlala
and configurations shows promise for higher cycle
efficiencies in excess of 4QX where use of modern
turbinea vs the saturated units now employed in the
Light Water Reactor nuclear plants.
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